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Located in 151 Coates Hall, the studio includes audio-
visual equipment for students from FMA and from the 
interdisciplinary program, Communication across the 
Curriculum (CxC). 

The studio features a professional audio recording 
sound booth, a writing center, workstations for individual 
or group editing, and an extensive DVD library for faculty. 
It also includes audio-visual equipment available for 

cameras. 
“The challenge with interdisciplinary programs is 

work on group projects. Tuesdays are usually screening 

and others. A special topics class in spring 2011 on Bolly-

culminating in a festival night with Indian food and live 
performances. 

A number of FMA students have successfully pursued 

FMA graduate Mark Landry earned a Master of Fine Arts 
from the University of Southern California School of 

Film Channel, and one of his scripts was recently accepted, 
or green-lighted, by Disney. Graduate Kenny Reynolds 
went on to earn an MFA from the University of New 
Orleans Department of Film, Theatre and Communication 
Arts.

Other FMA graduates have been busy working in 

Wax formed the Baton Rouge-based videography and 
equipment rental company Contrast Films. Kenny Benitez 
is a director and designer at Locke Bryan Productions in 
Houston. Erica Martin works for the Baton Rouge bou-
tique live action studio, River Road Creative.

Meanwhile, faculty members have experienced an im-
portant by-product of the program as well: collaboration. 

to LSU scholars in disciplines like biology, where she 
recently found a surprising joint research opportunity. 

“Working in an interdisciplinary program like this 

Visual Impact
The ethnographic documentary film Brother Time, 
directed by LSU Sociology Professor Wesley Shrum, 
is the gripping story of the violence that erupted after 
Kenya’s 2007 presidential election. Months of hostility 
between some of the country’s indigenous tribes over 
a land dispute resulted in the deaths of more than 
1,500 Kenyans with many others injured or displaced. 
The film returns to sites of violence and explores the 
catastrophe through the experiences of former friends 
from competing ethnic groups, one a Kikuyi, the other, 
a Kalenjin. 

After violence exploded in Kenya in 2007-2008, 
Shrum began plans to reveal the tragedy through 
ethnographic documentary, which combines high-quality 
filmmaking with traditional sociological research, like 
surveys, observations and interviews. The National 
Science Foundation’s Division of Political Science 
provided Shrum a grant to support on-the-ground 
research. The completed film explores the roots of 
Kenya’s ethnic discord in a provocative, but accessible 
manner. 

Brother Time has been used stateside as a teaching 
tool. Now the film could serve a powerful humanitarian 
purpose as well. Audiences in Kenya who saw its rough 
cut commented on its potential to deter future violence. 
Shrum says plans are underway for Brother Time to be 
shown in Kenya in 2012 prior to the next election cycle. 

The Brother Time project fused major components 
of Shrum’s scholarship. He has studied Kenya’s cultural 
landscape for the past 17 years and began using video-
graphic methods in 2002. He is a co-founder of the 
Department of Sociology’s Video Ethnography Lab. 

Shrum has also spent the last six years documenting 
the impact of another catastrophe, Hurricane Katrina. A 
new film stemming from his Hurricane Katrina research, 
Women of the Storm, will chronicle a group of civic 
activists who are calling attention to the city’s ongo-
ing challenges and to the restoration of the wetlands 
whose loss makes South Louisiana more vulnerable to 
hurricanes. 

– Maggie Heyn Richardson and Chandler Rome

Film & Media Arts students abroad.

Wes Shrum, pictured second from right, working on his 
documentary, Brother Time.
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